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OPTIMIZATION OF FRINGE-TYPELASERANEMOMETERSFORTURBINEENGINECOMPONENTTESTING
Richard G. Seasholtz, Lawrence G. Oberle, and Donald H. Weikle
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44135
Abstract ^
Pl,2 unit vectors normal to incident beams
The fringe-type laser anemometer is analyzed and in scattering planes
using the Cramer-Rao bound for the variance of the p(x,y) pedestal signal defined by eq. (ii)
• estimate of the Doppler frequency as a figure-of- p(_I_) likelihood functionmerit. Mie scattering theory is used to calculate
the Doppler signal wherein both the amplitude and Po integral of p(x,y) over aperture
phase of the scattered light are taken into P laser power
" account. The noise from wall scatter is calculated
using the wall bidirectionalreflectivityand the ^_
o ql,2 unit vectors normal to scattered beamirradianceof the incident beams. A procedure is
described to determine the optimum aperture mask and in scatteringplanes
for the probe volume located a given distance from q(x,y) signal defined by eq. (11)
a wall. The expected performanceof counter-type
processors is also discussed in relation to the qo integral of q(x,y) over aperture
Cramer-Rao bound. Numerical examples are presented qk signal counts due to flux through k th
for a coaxial backscatteranemometer, area element (eq. (21))
Nomenclature Q quality factor defined by eq. (22)
R distance from scatterer to observation
a expected peak pedestal counts per
point
Doppler cycle ^
A expected peak pedestal counts per second Sl,2 unit vectors normal to scattering planes
c velocity of light s(x,y) signal defined by eq. (ii)
<> expected value of so integral of s(x,y) over aperture
E electric field vectors sk signal counts due to flux through k th
Eo electric field amplitude area element (eq. (21))
fB frequency difference between incident So(B) Mie scatteringamplitude function
beams, Hz (_ = "s", "p")
fD Doppler frequency, Hz SNR signal-to-noise ratio
F lens focal length t time, sec
h Planck's constant t o time at peak of Doppler burst, sec
l(x,y) irradiance at point (x,y) V visibility of Doppler burst
k wave number ( = I_I) _( ) variance of ( )
_1,2 wave vectors of incident beams w beam radius at i/e 2 irradiance point
_s wave vector of scattered light wo beam waist radius
Lr radiance of laser light reflected Zo intrinsic impedance of free space
by wall
Lb radiance of background light _i i th unknown parameter
n measurement set vector B half of beam crossing angle
ni number counts in i th time interval _ Fisher information matrix
no expected noise, counts per Doppler cycle a(B) phase of scattering light (a = "s", "p")
n(x,y) noise defined by eq. (10) a B phase differenceof light scattered from
" nk noise counts due to flux through k th two beams (eq. (B13))
area element (eq. (21)) aA area element in aperture plane
Nf number fringes between 1/e2 irradiance af system noise bandwidth
points at time interval
N expected value of noise from wall scatter n quantum efficiencyo
and background e angular coordinate
This paperIs declareda work of theU.S.
Governmentandthereforeis in the publicdomain.
BI,2 scatteringangles on using the differencesof the polarizationprop-
erties of the light scatteredfrom particles and
x wavelengthof laser light from solid surfaces. However, the success of this
p' bidirectionalreflectivity technique depends on the assumption of nonabsorbing
sphericalparticles and on the details of the sur-
_B scatteringcross sections defined by face, such as roughness and the presence of
eq. (B13) deposits.
OfD standard deviation of estimate of In spite of its limitations,we feel that the
Doppler frequency fringe LA is suitable for many turbine engine com-
ponent tests. For this reason, a detailed analysis
€ angular coordinate of the fringe LA was conductedwith the purpose of
¢f flow angle relative to fringe normals defining its limits of applicability. This paper
addressesthe problem of optimizingthe optical
phase of Doppler signal system to achieve the best measurementof the
n' solid angle subtendedby pinhole image at velocity of a single seed particle. Note that
point in aperture plane1 this is only one part of the overall problem ofthe rapid, accurate determinationof the flow
parameters in turbineengine components. Other
factors must also be considered,such as statis-
Introduction tical biasing and proper data reductionmethods.
The laser anemometer (LA) has become a valu- In this paper, the fringe-type laser anemom-
able tool in turbine engine research, providing eter is analyzed using the Cramer-Rao bound for
data that would be almost impossible to gather the variance of the estimate of the Doppler freq-
using conventionalinstrumentation. However, this uency as a figure-of-merit. The noise from wall
applicationof LA has proven to be one of its more scatter is calculatedusing the wall bidirectional
difficult. Measurements in turbomachinerycom- reflectivityand the irradianceof the incident
ponents are typified by small passages and highly beams. Mie scattering theory is used to calculate
accelerated,high velocity flows. This leads to the Doppler signal.
the requirementfor small seed particles that will
faithfullyfollow the flow. Unfortunately,small Similar work has been reported(9,10)for
particles are weak light scatterers,which result evaluating the signal-to-noiseratio for measure-
in low signal levels. When coupled with the high ments close to walls. That work is extended here
level of noise caused by laser light scattered by treating the particle scattering using Mie
from surfaces near the measurementpoint, the scatteringtheory (insteadof assuming a constant
signal-to-noiseratio (SNR) is often less than cross section) and by characterizingthe wall
needed for accurate determinationof the particle
velocity, reflectivityby the bidirectionalreflectivity(instead of assuming a constant value for the
Limitations of the conventionaldual-beam reflectivity). Thus the analysis presented here
can be used to evaluate the effect of variouswall
fringe-typeLA have forced researchersto look for treatments and coatings which have reflectivities
new techniques and new optical designs, that are a function of both the incident light
direction and the observationdirection.
In particular,the dual-focus (two-spot)LA
was developed(1)for use in engine research. In addition, a procedure is presented for
This system is more sensitive to small particles determiningthe optimum aperture mask for the probe
and has better stray light rejection properties volume locateda given distance from a wall. The
than the fringe LA. However, the dual-focus LA
use of circular aperturemasks to_@_rease probe
generally is more expensive and requires more volume length has been recognizedt±lland used in
sophisticatedsignal processingthan the fringe LA systems for compressor and turbine studies(3-6).
LA. Also, in highly turbulent flows, the data However, the procedure presented here determines
rate tends to be lower than the data rate achieved the optimummask, which is not necessarily
with the fringe LA. (This low data problemmay be circular.
solved by use of ellipticalspot systems such as
described in ref. 2.) Because the counter-typeprocessor is usually
used with fringe LA's for high velocity flows, the
One technique that has permitted the fringe relation between the Cramer-Raobound and the re-
LA to be successfullyused in compressor and tur- quired signal-to-noiseratio for counters is
bine te}_ipg is the use of fluorescentseed par- discussed.
ticles._-D) The laser-inducedfluorescencefrom
the particles is separatedfrom the laser light Finally, numericalexamples for a coaxial
scattered from walls by an optical filter. This backscatterLA are presented to illustratethe
allows measurementsto be made close to surfaces, procedure for determiningthe optimum aperture
Unfortunately,the fluorescentefficiency of the mask.
dyes used decreases rapidly as the temperatureof
the flow increasesabove room temperature. Thus, Theory
unless a high efficiency,high temperaturefluo-
rescent seed material is found, it appears that In this section the Cramer-Rao lower bound
this technique will not be usable for high temper- for the variance of the estimate of the Doppler
ature flows, frequency will be obtained in terms of the param-
eters of the Doppler burst. The parameters related
Another approach(7,8) for making measure- to the signal will be determined using Mie scatter-
ments close to walls with the fringe LA is based ing theory. The noise parameter will be determined
by evaluatingthe laser light scattered by walls the _ that maximizes p(_l_) for a given set
located near the probe volume. Finally, the per- of measurements _.)
formance of the counter-processorwill be related
to the Cramer-Raobound. For Poisson statistics,the probabilityof
Doppler Burst Signal nk counts in one time interval is
-<nk>
A particle passing through the probe volume p(nk) = e <n Ink! (5)
of a dual-beam fringe-type laser anemometer
(fig. 1) with the indicatedtrajectory (described where the expected value <nk> is given byby 6, the distance of closest approach to the
probe volume axis, and by @f, the angle be- Eq. (1). The elements of Fisher informationmatrix
_. tween the flow direction and the fringe normals) can then be written(13)
will generate a Doppler burst signal (assumed to _ _<nk> _<nk>
be detected with a photomultipliertube) 1 (6)
FiJ = _<nk> _i _"
'_ <nk> = A e [2 _2 J-2 fD(tk - to If the parametersare uncorrelated,the vari-
[Nf cos Cf ] ance of the estimate of one of the parameters is
I _]} given simply by the inverse of the corresponding
+ V cos _ (fD + fB) (tk - to) + at + Noat diagonal element the Fisher informationmatrix;
(1) i.e., by the variance that would apply if only
one parameter were unknown.
where <nk> is the expected number of photo-
electron counts in the time interval (tk - At/2, _/(_i) _ 1/rii (7)
tk + at/2), to is the time at the peak of the
Gaussian envelope, fD is the "Doppler" frequency, Here, we assume that the parameters are only weakly
fB is the frequency differencebetween the two correlated, so that this much simpler relation for
incident beams, V is the visibility,NO is the the Cramer-Rao bound may be used.
constant background noise, Nf = 2 Wo/S is the
number of fringes, (wo is the waist radius of the If we assume that the backgroundnoise is
incident beams and s is the fringe spacing) and greater than the peak signal, and that the number
of fringes is large compared to one, we can let
_2(a/Wo)2 at . 0 and convert the sum in Eq. (6) to an
A = Aoe (2) integral,which can be evaluatedto give a lowerbound for t e variance of the estimate of the
Doppler frequency
is the peak value of the pedestal, where Ao is
the peak value if the trajectorypasses through NofD3
64 (8)
the center of the probe volume. The trajectory is _(_D)" > _---_T_--V_assumedto be near the focal plane and to have no
significantcomponent along the optical axis. The
particle is assumedto have constant velocity as where we let N = Nf cos_f; i.e, N is the number
it passes through the probe volume, of cycles between the 1/e_ times of the envelope of
Cramer-Rao Lower Bound the burst. Note that the lower bound is not de-
pendent on the frequency shift fB- Equation (8)
can be rewritten to give a lower bound for the
The unknown parameters in the Doppler burst relative error (correspondingto the Cramer-Rao
can be denoted by the vector _ = (fD, Cf, to, A, bound) of measurementsof the Doppler frequency
_, No, V). The measurementcan be described by the
vector _ = (nl, n2, n3..... nk) with elements (_fDl/_\ no1/2that are the photoelectroncounts for k equal time 8intervals At. - (9)
_fDi _ 5/4 aVN3/2
The Cramer-Rao lower bound for the variance of
the estimate of the parameter _i is(12) where of = [i/(fD)]l/2 and where no = No/fD and
a = A/fD Dare the expected noise and signal counts
_(_i ) = (_-l)ii (3) per Doppler period.
A comparison (for a particular set of param-
where _ is the Fisher informationmatrix with eters) between a numerical evaluation of (of /fD)
-- element_ given by using the full Fisher informationmatrix (eq.D(6)),
and the analyticalexpression (eq. (9)), is shown
_2 In p(_l_) in Fig. 2. This indicates that the assumptions
rij = < @ai _j > (4) used in the derivationof Eq. (9) are valid forno/aV > 2. The simple expressionfor the error
bound (eq. (9)) will be used in the remainder of
The conditionalprobabilityfunction p(_1_) is this paper.
the likelihoodfunction, which expresses the prob-
ability that given a set of parameters _, the set The task now is -- given a particular optical
of observations _ will occur. (The maximum like- configuration,seed particle, test environment,
lihood estimate for the parameters _ is given by and flow-- to calculate the signal and noise. We
then can use the lower bound of the relative error polarized scattering is stronger than the "s"
given by Eq. (9) as a figure-of-meritfor this polarized scattering. Also, it can be seen that
particularoptical configuration. The optical the phase angle variation is much larger for the
configurationmay then be optimized to find the larger particle. This phase variation is important
maximum value of the lower bound (i.e., the small- because it leads to a reduction in the visibility
est error in the measurement), of the Doppler burst when the signal is integrated
over the aperture.
Noise
Evaluationof Cramer-RaoLower Bound
The backgroundnoise caused by laser light
scattered from surfaces near the probe volume is a The relationsderived above for noise and
function of the optical configuration,the reflec- signal are now used to evaluate the relative error
tance propertiesof the wall, and the distance of given by Eq. (9) for a given optical configuration,
the wall from the probe volume. In addition to seed particle, and test environment.
this direct wall scatter, there generallywill
also be a constant background noise flux caused by By integratingover the clear aperture (not
multiple reflectionsof the laser light, ambient including light blocked by the aperture mask), we
light, and blackbody radiation from hot surfaces, obtain the total number of counts for the two quad-
rature signals, the pedestal, and the background
The light flux through area dA at a point noise:
(x,y) on the aperture plane due to wall scatter
and backgroundradiance is obtained in Appendix A so =f s(x,y)dA
by integratingthe radiance L of the wall over the J
solid angle subtended by the image of the pinhole f
at the point on the aperture (fig. 3). This light qo =J q(x,y)dA
flux, expressed in terms of photoelectroncounts Z" (12)
per Doppler cycle is (eq. A1) Po =j p(x,y)dA
n(x,y)dA = no =f n(x,y)dA
,/
r(X,y; er,¢r) . L da cos e dA (IO) These quantitiesare identifiedwith the corre-
' sponding quantities in Eq. (1) for the Doppler
burst signal; i.e.,
For purposes of calculation,the aperture
plane is assumed to be at the plane of the focusing A/fD = a = Po (13)
lens insteadof the position shown in Fig. 1 (the
mask will have the same effect in either location), is the pedestal component,
Also, for this calculation,we treat the laser
light as if it were incoherent. This means that fp 2_I/2
interferenceeffects, such as speckle, are not AV/fD = aV = _s_ + qo) (14)tak n into account. But the results obtained do
representthe expected values, is the componentmodulated at the Doppler
Signal frequency,
112For the geometry shown in Fig. 4, the signal V = s + qo) IPo (15)is calculated in Appendix B using Mie scattering
theory. The light flux through differential area
element dA located in the aperture plane at posi- is the visibility, and
tion (x,y) consists of the following: the quadra-
ture components of the Doppler modulated signal, ¢ : tan -1 (qo/So) (16)
s(x,y) and q(x,y); and the pedestal component,
p(x,y). These are expressed in terms of the number is the phase.
of counts/Doppler period as
For the background noise dominated case (for
o/F2) _-_ which Eq. (9) is valid),the Cramer-Rao lower bounds(x,y)dA = (21 (nx/hCfD) c°s3e °_Bc°s _B dA for uncertainty in the measurement of the Doppler
a,B frequency is thus
q(x,y)dA = (21o/F2)(nx/hCfD)cos3e_ooBsin a BdA _fD_ 8 / no _/2 (17) ..
Counter-processor
The calculationtakes into account both the
variation in the amplitude and in the phase of the The above analysis gives a lower bound for the
scattered fields as a function of scatteringangle, uncertainty in the measurementof the velocity of
Examples of the variation of the differential a single particle (eq. (17)). In practice, this
scatteringcross section and phase angles are shown error bound cannot actually be achieved. In par-
in Fig. 5 for 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 um diameter poly- ticular, the counter-processorexhibits a threshold
styrene latex particles (refractiveindex = 1.59). at a signal-to-noiseratio (SNR) of about 10.(14)
The figure shows that for near backscatterthe "p" For SNR > 10 the countercan be expected to give
good results, but below this level the measurement But, because of symmetry,only one quadrant need
error increasesrapidly. As in Ref. 14, we define be consideredwith 100 area elements.
the SNR as the ratio of the mean signal power at
the peak of the Doppler burst to the noise power The error bound can be expressed in terms of
due to wall scatter and background these 100 elements as
s2 + 2 _nk 1112(AV)2 o qo (18) _fD_ 8
"o y= V°/= + J,
where af is the noise bandwidth. (The noise where
bandwidth is determinedby the low-pass and high-
" pass filters in the processor.) nk = n(xk,Yk) aA, sk = (xk,Yk)aA, nk= n(xk,Yk) aA
Comparing this expression (eq. (18)) for the
SNR with Eq. (17) allows us to express the SNR in (21)
;7 terms of the relative error
(OfD]fD) given by The noise elements nk and signal elements, sk
Eq. (9). and qk, are evaluated by numericallyintegrating
Eqs. (12). Standard Mie scatteringalgorithms are
16 ff _fD_ -2 used for the differentialcross sections.
£_-_) (Ig)SNR = 512 N3 \fD/ To determine the optimum aperture mask anumerical procedure is used to eliminate the set
of areas that will maximize the quantityEven with SNR > 10, the counter will not pro-
vide measurementsas accurate as indicatedpossible
by the Cramer-Rao bound because of other error (ZSk)2 + (Zqk)2
sources such as the finite clock frequency and the Q (22)
effectiveness of validation circuitry. Znk
Numerical Examples The procedure used is to calculate Q using
all the area elements, then eliminate each of the
Two examples of calculatingthe Cramer-Rao areas, one at a time, and recalculate Q. The
bound and selectingthe optimum aperture mask are area element whose eliminationgives the greatest
presented in this section. The following pa- increase in Q is included in the aperture mask.
rameters are used for both examples: the fluid This procedure is repeated until no further reduc-
velocity is 500 m/sec; the seed particles are poly- tion in the error is possible. The resulting mask
styrene spheres with I _m diameter and real refrac- is the optimum for the particular distance from
tive index equal 1.59; no Bragg shift is used; the the probe volume to the wall.
flow is perpendicularto the fringes; the laser
power equals 0.1W at 0.5145 um wavelength;the The calculatedmasks for the two examples are
beams are linearly polarizedwith the electric shown in Fig. 6. The error bound (of /fD) = 0.05
vector normal to the plane formed by the beams and 0.002 for the f/4 and f/2.5 examples, respec-
(along the y axis); and system efficiency including tively. (The noise bandwidth af was set equal
losses and PMT quantumefficiency is 10 percent, to the Doppler frequency fD.) The corresponding
The wall is normal to the optical axis, is located SNR = -7.1 dB and 25.8 dB, which means that a
1 mm from the center of the probe volume, and is a counter processor should be a suitable processor
Lambertian reflectorwith reflectivityequal 1/7. for the f/2.5 example, but not for the f/4 example.
For the first example, which representsa low The mask covers 57 percent of the lens aperturefor the f/4 optics and 51 percent for the f/2.5
performanceoptical configuration:the focusing optics. Also shown on Fig. 6 is the order that the
lens has a 200 mm focal length and a 50 mm diameter grid elements are blocked in the optimization
(f/4); the pinhole image diameter is set equal to procedure.
125 um; the number of fringes is 12.5; the fringe
spacing is 10 _; and_theuniform backgroundradi- Figure 7 illustrateshow the SNR improves as
ance is 3.1xi0-_ W/mm_/sr. the masks are built up. Note that the SNR improves
less quickly as the masks approach their optimum
For the second example, which represents a configurations. This is particularlynoticeable
high performanceoptical configuration:the focus- for the f/2.5 optics where the SNR would only be
ing lens has a 250 mm focal length and a 100 mm slightly decreased by using a mask that covers 20
diameter (f/2.5); the pinhole image diameter is percent of the lens aperture insteadof the optimum
set equal to 70 um; the number of fringes is 10; mask which covers 51 percent.
.. the fringe spacing is 5 _m_ and _he uniform back-
ground radiance is 3.8x10-_ W/mm_/sr. Note Figure 8 shows the SNR as a function of dis-
that the backgroundradiance is set higher for tance from the probe volume to the wall (the SNR
this example than it was for the first example, was calculatedfor the optimum mask at each loca-
This was done to insurethat the assumptionthat tion). Note that the SNR reaches a constant value
the noise is larger than the signal remains at large distances because of the inclusionof a
valid. Of course, this indicates a more severe
environment, constant backgroundradiance. This figure illus-
trates the improvementof the f/2.5 optics compared
For these numerical calculations,the the to the f/4 optics. With f/4 optics,measurements
can be made to about 2 mm from the wall; while,aperture plane is divided in 400 equal areas.
with f/2.5 optics,measurementscan be made to
about 0.5 mm. Of course, these results are depen- Note that to apply this procedure the bidirec-
dent on the parameterschosen for the examples, tional reflectivityof the surfaces in the test
In particular,the reflectivityof the wall has a region must be known. Of course, the surfaces
large effect on the SNR for measurementsnear the should be treated to minimize the reflectivity.
wall. (This can be accomplishedeither by absorbingthe
light or by reflectingthe light in a "safe" direc-
Discussion tion.) For measurementsnear the window, the re-
flectivityof the window must also be known. These
The optical design of a fringe-typelaser reflectivitieswill generally have to be obtained
anemometerfor a particularexperiment requires experimentally. It should be realized that the
several steps to take into account all contraints reflectivitiescan change during a test run as
imposedby the experimentand by the LA system, contaminants accumulateon the walls and windows.
The initial step is to select a seed material that In addition, the backgroundradiance due to flames,
will follow the flow accelerationsand will survive blackbody radiation,and multiple reflectionsof
the flow environment. It is usually desirable to the laser light must be estimated or measured.
use monodisperseparticles;however, this may be _
difficult to achieve in practice. Finally, it should be noted that the assump-
tion of sphericalseed particles that was used for
The next step is to select the fringe spacing the Mie scatteringcalculationsmay introduce some
and number of fringes. The fringe spacingmust be error if the particles are not, in fact, spheres.
such that the maximum velocity will not result in And, if polydisperseparticle size distributions
Doppler frequenciesgreater than the maximum fre- are used, the analysis should be modified to take
quency response of the photodetector and the signal this into account.
processor. Furthermore,the minimum fringe spac-
ing may be limited by the available solid viewing ConcludinqRemarks
angle. (The fringe spacing is inversely propor-
tional to the beam crossing angle and hence to the Using the analysis presented in this paper,
beam separation at the focusing lens.) the fringe-type laser anemometer can be evaluated
in terms of its best possible performance based on
Anuther factor that can affect the selection the Cramer-Rao bound for the estimate of the vari-
of the fringe spacing is the phase cancellation ance of the measured Doppler frequency. The rela-
that occurs when the scattered light is integrated tion between this lower bound and the performance
over a large aperture. This can be a significant of counter-typeprocessorspoints out the potential
problemwhen the fringe spacing is on the order of performancegain that should be achievableusing
the particle size. In fact, this phase cancella- more optimal processors for low signal-to-noise
tion is the basis for particle size measurements ratios.
based _ t_)visibility of the Dopplerurst.,-5 APPENDIX A - CALCULATIONOF NOISE
The selectionof the number of fringes is The irradianceat a point (x,y) on the aper-
based on several considerations. For counterpro- ture plane due to wall scatter is obtained by in-
cessors with a given time interval measurement tegratingthe radiance L of the surface over the
accuracy (typically,1 ns.), the number of cycles solid angle subtendedby the image of the pinhole
used must be large enough to result in an accept- at the point on the aperture (fig. 3). For pur-
able error on a single particle measurement. Note poses of calculation,the aperture plane is assumed
that the acceptablesingle particle measurement to be at the plane of the focusing lens insteadof
error will be larger for highly turbulent the position shown in Fig. 1. The light flux
flows.(17) through area dA at point (x,y) on the aperture
expressed in photoelectroncounts per Doppler
The problem of statisticalbiasing, which cycle is
occurs in turbulentflow, may also influencethe
selection of the number of fringes. For examp_ n(x,y)dA =
• _o/the biasing caused by flow angle fluctuations
is reduced by using a larger number of fringes.
Also, the use of frequency shifting can reduce
some biasing errors (but at the expense of increas- n(h___D)_,[L bJ
ing the required frequency response of the photo r(x,y; er,¢r) + L dR cos e dA (A1)
detector and signal processor).
After the number and spacingof the fringes The radiance due to single scatteringof the inci-
have been established,the field stop (pinhole) dent beams from the wall is
can be sized to match the probe volume diameter.
The focusing lens is selected based on the required Lr(x,y;er,¢r) = p'(x',y';ei,¢i;er,¢r) li(x',Y') --
working distance and available solid angle. It is
generally advantageousto select as fast a lens as (A2)
is practical.
where I(x',y') is the irradianceof the beams at
With the optical system specified,the pro- the surface and p' is the bidirectionalreflec-
cedure presented in this paper for determiningthe tivity. Note that p' is a function of both the
optimum aperture mask can be applied. The mask direction of incident and the reflected light.
should be optimized for the closest anticipated
measurementposition to the wall. Based on the If the wall is normal to the optical axis,
calculated SNR, the suitabilityof a counter pro- the irradianceof the Gaussian beams at the surface
cessor can be verified, is
I The incident fields can be expressed in termsPt 1 - 2(x_ + y_) of the components in the scatteringplane and nor-
Ii(x"Y') = 1--}w-_zl)e wZ(zl) mal to the scattering plane
^ 01,2 (B5)_1,2 = Els,2s Sl,2 + Elp,2p
+ 1 - 2(x_ + y_)
_F---_e (A3) The scatteredfields are given by Mie scatter-(z2) w2 (z2) ing theory for spheres(19)
where (x', y') is the point on the wall along the E(s) =_i e-ikR rE
ray through point (x,y) in the direction (e,€). -1,2 Lls'2s SS (Ol,2)41,2
" Also, (Xl, Yl, Zl) and (x2, Y2, z2) are the coordi- ^ 21 (B6)nates of the point o the wall in coo dinate system + Elp,2p Sp (el,2)ql,
with zI and z2 along the beam propagationdi- -j
rections and are given by where R is the distance from the scatterer to the
observationpoint, and S_(B) and SD(B) are the
usual Mie scatteringamplitude functionswith the
Xl'2]l {co_B o slnBIIi' scattering angles given by
YI,21 = 1 ' (A4) cos =el,2 (kl,2 • ks)/k2 (B7)
Z , L¥ sin B 0 cos J
The irradianceof the scattered light at the ob-
with d being the distance from the focal point servation point is
to the wall and w(z) the beam radius given by
_z 2"1'2 Is(x'Y) IE_s) + E_s)12
w(z)= wo + (A5)
This is composed of the sum of a slowly varying dc
component, Isdc, correspondingto the pedestal
of the Doppler burst and an ac component, ,sac,
APPENDIX B - CALCULATIONOF SIGNAL modulated at the Doppler frequency. These can be
written as
The signal is calculated using Mie scattering
theory,(19)which takes into account both the
I_1._1)2 ,A ^ ,2variation in the amplitude and phase of the Isdc(X,y)= Io as (e1) + £el.Pll Op (el)scattered fields as a function of scatteringangle.
The incident beams are located in the x-z plane ,^ ^ ,2 1
and have a crossing angle 2B (fig. 4). + £e2"s2j'AA ,2 as (e2) + te2-P2j ap (e2)J (Bg)
The electric fields of the incidentbeams
near the waists are represented as plane waves Isac(X'Y)= Io ___ °_B
_=s,p
i2_f1,2t-i_1,2"_ B=s,p
_1,2
^
= el,o._ E01,02 e (B1)
(cos 6_B cos 2_fDt - sin _aB sin 2_fDt) (BIO)
where the field amplitudes are E01,02 = (2Zo)112 Io;
with Io being the peak irradianceof each beam at Note that Isac is expressed in a quadrature
its waist, which is related t_ the laser power and representationform. Because the phase of Isac
waist diameter by Io = P_/,_. The electric varies across the aperture, the detected signal
fields of the beams are assumed t_ be plane polar- will, in general, be less than the signal that
ized with unit vectors _1 and e2. would be detected if the phase were constant.
We define the following unit vectors: The Mie complex amplitude functionscan be
written as
_1,2 = (ks x kl,2/l_s x _1,21 (B2) i_a(e)o
S (e) : IS (e)l e , _ = s,p (B11)
_1,2 = (gl,2 x _l,2)/k (B3)
The differentialcross sections for "s" and "p"
" ^ql,2= (_s x _1,2)1k (B4) scatteringare
where sI and s2 a_e normal to the scatter- o (e) = (x12_) JS (e)12, = s,p (B12)
ing planes;_ and P2 are normal to the
propagationdlrections of th_ inciden_ beams and in In Eq. (BIO)we also introducedthe following
the scatteringplanes; and, ql and q2 are
normal to the scatteredwave propagationdirection ^ ^ A ^ (_1._2_.and in he scattering planes, ass = [as(e1) as(e2)]112 (el"s1) (e2"s2)
app [ap(el) ap(e2}]ll2(_i._1)(_2._2)(_1._2) 9. Mishina,H., V1achos,N. S., and Whitelaw,J.= H., "Effectof Wall Scatteringon SNR in Laser
DopplerAnemometry,"AppliedOptics,Vol. 18,
o = ]1/2 July 15, 1979, pp. 2480-2'485.
sp [as(B1)ap(e2) (_I'_i)(_2"_2)(_1"_2) 10. Mishina,H., Takahashi,K., and Asakura,T.,
"Effectof Wall Scatteringon SNR in Off-Axis
Os(e2)]112(_1._1)__ ^ ^ ^ _ Differential-TypeLaser DopplerVelocimetry,"= [°p(el) (e2"s2)(q1*s2) Opticaland QuantumElectronics,VoI. 15,_ps
Sept. 1983, pp. 419-431.
a_B = a_(e1) - aB(e2), _,B = s,p (B13) 11. Eckbreth,A. C., and Davis,J. W., "Spatial
ResolutionEnhancementin CoaxialLight
ScatteringGeometries- Raman Laser
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